. Structure of 1·2CH 2 Cl 2 showing the atom numbering scheme in the (Λ Sb )-cation. Displacement ellipsoids are depicted at the 30% probability level. Solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. Figure S2 . Structure of (Λ Sb )-cation (left) and (Δ Sb )-cation (right) in the crystal of 1·2CH 2 Cl 2 . Figure S3 . View of the chain polymer in the crystal of 1·2CH 2 Cl 2 based on F···H imine contacts between (Λ Sb )-cations and anions (only hydrogen atoms involved in cation-anion contacts are shown) [symmetry equivalent atoms (-x, -0.5+y, 0.5-z) , (-x, 1-y, 1-z) and (x, 0.5-y, -0.5+z ) are given by "a", "b" and "c", respectively].
-cation-anion distance F(5b)···H(26) imine 2.48 Å ∑r vdW (F,H) 2.55 Å F(6c)···H(7) imine 2.38 Å Figure S4 . View of the layer in the crystal of 1·2CH 2 Cl 2 based on Cl···H contacts establish by the solvent molecules between parallel chains built from (Λ Sb )-and (Δ Sb )-cations, respectively, and anions (only hydrogen atoms involved in chlorine-hydrogen and cation-anion contacts are shown) [symmetry equivalent atoms (x, 0.5-y, -0.5+z) are given by "c"].
-cation-solvent contacts Cl(3c)···H (14) (-1+x, y, z) , (-x, -y, 1-z) and (-1+x, y, z) are given by "a", "prime a" and "b", respectively].
-cation-anion distance F(4)···H (26) Figure S9 . View along axis a of the chain polymer built from dimers of cations connected through anions and solvent molecules in the crystal of 3·2CHCl 3 .
-no further contacts between parallel chains.
[2-(2′,6′-i Pr 2 C 6 H 3 N=CH)C 6 H 4 ] 2 SbF (5) Figure S10 . Structure of (C Sb )-5, showing the atom numbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are depicted at the 25% probability level. (1-x, -y, -1.5+z) are given by "a", "b", "c", "d" and "e", respectively]. S13 . View along axis c of the ribbon-like polymer of (C Sb )-5 isomers in the crystal of 5. Figure S14 . View along axis c showing the F···H contacts between parallel ribbon-like polymers of (C Sb )-5 isomers (the central one) and four neighboring polymers of (A Sb )-5 isomers in the crystal of 5 [symmetry equivalent atoms (-0.5+x, 0.5-y, z) are given by "f"]. -no further contacts between parallel layers 
